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"Not only are we allowing individuals to destroy a naturally beautiful landscape, but we are by default allowing these same or other individuals to replace or deface it with ugliness of an antihuman dimension."
– Richard Latham, The Artifact as a Cultural Cipher

Between Boston's Back Bay and Kenmore neighborhoods, a small park branched off from the Charles River. This park, once a salty bog, was transformed into a tranquil urban oasis: Charlesgate Park. Today it is again a wasteland, albeit one capped by a highway overpass.

Charlesgate Park, over its century lifespan, was a small stretch of parkland through Boston's Back Bay. It had grassy fields; a tranquil, flowing river; and plenty of reeds, shrubs, and trees. It provided residents an escape from the dirt, concrete, and artifice of the city. The first architectural imposition upon this landscape, Charlesgate Park was representative of the values held by urban planners at the turn of the twentieth century.

The Bowker Overpass was an ordinary stretch of elevated highway. However, it was an unconventional instance of urban highway development. Its construction required no demolition or relocation of residents. It did not invade a minority neighborhood or introduce questions of eminent domain. The overpass was not even constructed on purchased property. It was built upon the cheapest land possible, city owned land, which benefitted both taxpayers and politicians. To the planners of the 1960s, the parkland was entirely dispensable.

The small, rectangular plot between Kenmore and Back Bay has experienced multiple iterations since its initial development. The dominant urban design theories of multiple eras imposed themselves upon it. Currently the landscape is in dire disrepair, but looking beyond the developments of more recent decades reveals a rich heritage. Before the highway, what was the relationship between the parkland and the city? Was the land so valueless as to have no protection against disruptive development? What has happened to the landscape after the overpass's construction; was value added?

This paper does not lament the loss of a park; it has been replaced by a highway and the past is immutable. Instead, this paper will examine the transformation of the landscape over time. It will analyze the landscape by tracing its history, observing it, identifying the ambitions that guided its development, and finding the realistic limits of those ambitions. (1) This is a study of how a landscape is an expression of the society surrounding it.

The twentieth century was dominated by three distinct periods of urban planning and design. The first, leading into 1900, was influenced by transcendentalism. It sought to replace a natural beauty destroyed by industry and commerce. The second, following the end of World War II, was focused upon the automobile and suburban development. The third, emerging in the early 1960s, treasured urban neighborhoods and refocused on residents.

Frederick Law Olmsted was the co-leader of the first period along with Andrew Jackson Downing. Robert Moses was not the leader of the second period, but he was its preeminent practitioner. The third wave of urban design theory emerged from criticisms of Moses and the second wave. Led by Jane Jacobs, this school of thought carries into the present and will have inevitable effects upon the landscapes of tomorrow.
Frederick Law Olmsted rooted the theoretical basis for his parks in his aesthetic ideals. The artifice of the urban landscape was human; the natural world was connected to God. There was a danger, Olmsted felt, that those in the city may lose their relationship with God. Irving Fisher wrote that in all the parks he designed:

Olmsted’s most important objective was to use the park to restore the alienated city inhabitants a sense of community and to the fragmented psyche a sense of wholeness. In Olmsted’s view the park was an aesthetic instrument to achieve a social and psychological change in a business oriented, urban society. (2) His parks aspired to restore weary spirits and communicate of the sublime beauty of nature. To achieve his ends, Olmsted idealized nature: instead of recreating natural landscapes as they were, he created natural landscapes as they ought to appear. Men and women were meant to lounge in the park while pondering their relationship to the grass and trees. Olmsted’s ambitions were communicated through his intricately designed plans and his own blatant exposition.

Robert Moses was New York City’s infamous master builder. Imposing his will upon the city, shaped it as he saw fit. He leveled historic neighborhoods and cut off Manhattan from its riverfront with its extensive highway networks. He also created much of the Long Island suburban sprawl by building bridges and highways leading straight into the city. The size of his ambition was only matched by the size of his engineering projects. It was this ambition which would eventually be his undoing.

In 1961, concurrent with the planning and construction of the Bower Overpass, Moses was pushing for approval of the Lower Manhattan Expressway (LOMEX). The federally funded, elevated highway would begin at the Manhattan exit of the Holland Tunnel and cut across the island’s south end, severing it from the rest of the city. It would fork halfway, one prong headed towards the Manhattan Bridge and the other towards the Williamsburg Bridge, further segmenting the island. The construction would bulldoze through countless blocks of low-income housing in Little Italy and SoHo—Moses did not care what was lost, only that his highway be built.

Opposition to LOMEX was spearheaded by Jane Jacobs, an architectural journalist. As author Jonah Lehrer recounts:

Jacobs first got interested in cities as a way of defending Greenwich Village, her neighborhood. At the time, these small-scale enclaves were under constant attack as city planners sought to “modernize” the civic landscape, bulldozing old buildings and erecting “superblocks” filled with residential high-rises and elevated highways. (3) She lead a popular campaign against Moses and his project; gathering public opinion, she helped prevent its approval. Moses’s ideology, establishing the automobile as the atomic urban unit, was supplemented by Jacobs’s, which understood people to be essential.

Moreover, Jacobs thought neighborhoods and small-scale interactions were far more important to cities than Moses’s grand, dehumanizing designs. She believed that, “the more successfully a city mingles everyday diversity of uses and users in its everyday streets, the more successfully, casually (and economically) its people thereby enliven and support well-located parks that can thus give back grace and delight to their neighborhoods instead of vacuity.” (4) Jacobs’ urban planning is rooted in an understanding of the communities that fill a city, and designing in accordance with their needs and behaviors. If this seems a return to Olmsted’s ideals, it is, but with modifications. Jacobs presents preservation and historical awareness as essential, reducing reconstruction until it is only needed to replace buildings that fall. She still understands individuals to be the atomic unit of the city who guided its growth, just as Olmsted did. Yet, she has also been touched by Moses’s influence and she still believes in large-scale, systematic planning of cities.

Each of these three periods has manifested itself upon the landscape as American society changed and the landscape was transformed to meet changing needs. The small plot of land between Kenmore and Back Bay chronicles urban development over the course of the twentieth century.

Fig. 1 – Olmsted’s master plan for Boston’s Emerald Necklace. List of parks, clockwise from bottom: Franklin Park, Arnold Arboretum, Jamaica Park, Riverway, Back Bay Fens, Charlesgate Park, Commonwealth Avenue Mall, Boston Garden, Boston Common.
In the late 1870s, Olmsted was hired to design a new park system for the city of Boston. One of the many linear, urban park networks he designed, it was named Boston's Emerald Necklace. Olmsted's system began in downtown Boston and ran out into its peripheral suburban areas. The planned system was seven miles long, and ran though multiple neighborhoods and districts. The system began in the Boston Common, ran westward down the Commonwealth Avenue Mall, turned south at the Back Bay Fens, followed the Muddy River south towards Jamaica Pond and the Arboretum, and finally turned back east to end in Franklin Park. Each park was a jewel along a semicircular string.

![Fig. 2 – Olmsted’s 1887 design for the Back Bay Fens and Charle.$.png](image)

Fig. 2 – Olmsted’s 1887 design for the Back Bay Fens and Charle.$.png

The park is the tall rectangle at the top of the image. Running through Charle.$.png is Commonwealth Avenue. Running between Charle.$.png and the Fens is the Boston & Albany Railroad. The Charles River (not pictured) is directly north of this map.

One of these jewels was Charle.$.png, sited on the small strip of land between Back Bay and Kenmore. Before the area was developed into a park, it was a collection of swampy, brackish pools connected to the Atlantic tides. The landscape's transformation into a park formalized the boundary between Back Bay and Kenmore while addressing several essential environmental needs.

Olmsted's design for the park addressed three problems: controlling flooding, correcting the unhealthy conditions caused by salt water, and beautification. The first two problems did not require Olmsted's expertise—they could be solved by any engineer. (5) The beautification of the swampy area, however, required his careful consideration. For the residents of Back Bay, he was determined to preserve some elements of a landscape that Boston was devouring as its boundaries grew. He also hoped to help preserve some sanity for the Back Bay's residents, afraid that the sheer artifice of the cityscape would overwhelm them.

![Fig. 3 – Charle.$.png](image)

Fig. 3 – Charle.$.png, seen with the Charles River in the background.

Olmsted would return a sublime sense of natural beauty to the landscape. He wanted to restore plant and animal life to an area stripped bare by human activity. The Annual Report from Boston's Board of Commissioners of the Department of Parks explained how Olmstead's plan for Charle.$.png focused upon the:

direct development of the original conditions of the locality in adaptation to the needs of a dense community. So regarded, it will be found to be, in the artistic sense of the word, natural, and possible to suggest a modest poetic sentiment more grateful to town-weary minds than an elaborate and elegant gardenlike work would have yielded. (6)

The "natural, and...modest poetic sentiment" would express itself through curvilinear forms, organized plantings of indigenous greenery, and a meandering river. The birdsong in trees and the babbling water would put weary minds, frayed by the bustle of a major city, to rest. The natural landscape Olmsted planned would be a paradise, free from artifice and the eroding forces of civilization.

There was an uneasy cohabitation between the park and the city. The landscape, however natural in appearances, still belonged to Boston and the park.
could never completely separate itself from the city. It had to integrate itself into the urban fabric. Olmsted planned for "the park and the city to remain a complementary duality, yet synthesized into an organic urban whole for the community." He provided stark contrast against the urban order, since "the configuration of the park, with its free-flowing, natural lines, was the antithesis of the gridiron design of the city." (7) The lines, however free-flowing, were still engineered by Olmsted. The design of the park was a careful reconciliation between the natural and built environments. The rational design of Charlestown Park imposed a layer of human control over the chaotic stochasticity of nature.

Where the city intruded upon the park, Olmsted "subordinated the artificial and manmade objects to the vegetation." He believed that "to the extent that roads, bridges, walks, seats, and buildings must be constructed for the convenience of a mass of people, they detract from the aesthetic element of the park," and he only engineered necessary manmade features. Where these features were necessary, Olmsted maintained that, "they must be subordinate and harmonious with the natural features. They must not conspicuously obstruct." (8) Olmsted wanted to provide an escape from the city, but ignoring its presence would be obtuse. He had to accommodate urban forces or they would sunder his careful plan. Olmsted could not fight the forces of urbanization surrounding his park, so he did his best to reconcile with them.

The reconciliation between urban and natural elements is most obvious in Olmsted's design for the Fenway, a high-capacity road that ran around, and occasionally through, his park. It connected the northern riverfront to the suburbs further south. Adhering to his design philosophy, "Olmsted creatively attempted to incorporate the assets of natural beauty while providing the utility of a broad highway for the efficient flow of vehicular traffic." (9) The Fenway surrounded and enclosed the Fens, buffering it from the city. The Fenway's goals, utility and efficient flow, were oppositional to the tranquility and naturalism of the park, but still contained many of the park's natural elements. The parkway created a transitional aesthetic space, a smooth gradient from the city's stone and brick to the park's trees and grass. This neatly integrated the park within Boston's cityscape.

The Fens ended at the south of Charlestown Park. To connect the Fenway to Commonwealth Avenue, Olmsted planned for a semicircular intersection to cap the fens; the semicircular design preserved as much parkland as possible. This junction crossed over the Boston & Albany Railroad that separated Charlestown Park from the Fenway. The Fenway's bridges crossing the railroad and the river were designed by acclaimed American architect, and Olmsted's friend, H.H. Richardson. "In the Fenway bridge there is plainly visible the organic beauty-function aesthetic" which aligns perfectly with Olmsted's aesthetic goals since "Richardson had early established the practice of using local materials so that his buildings would be congruent with their surroundings."(10) The bridge crossing the river was built from locally quarried puddingstone and the one crossing the railway was built from steel. The river bridge recalled the simplicity of rural Massachusetts while the railway bridge mimicked the mathematical precision of industrial construction. Despite different styles, their underlying design remained the same and bridged the aesthetic distance between the two.

Olmsted planned for traffic, but he did not predict the growing popularity of the automobile among Boston's middle class as the twentieth century progressed. Cars were increasingly preferred to public transportation and Boston's limited network of high-capacity roadways soon became congested with commuter traffic.

As roadways became increasingly choked, Boston politicians began to hunt for solutions. One of these was a redesign of the intersection at the south end of Charlestown Park, proposed in 1929. On February 27, 1929, the Boston Globe reported on Mayor Nichols's proposal to relieve cross traffic in Kenmore Square. (11) The planned development would demolish Richardson's railway bridge, replacing it with a higher-capacity overpass. Starting at Gaston Square and stretching north, the new roadway would stand above Charlestown Park, Commonwealth Avenue, and Beacon Street, carrying traffic towards a planned Charles River parkway. If constructed, the overpass would have forced Charlestown Park and its patrons to pay for the city's poor planning. It was never enacted and fell by the wayside. Yet, the idea had potential. This proposal was essentially identical to the overpass constructed years later. For the next few decades an overpass through Charlestown Park was the immediate solution to complaints against Kenmore Square's traffic.
construction of the Storrow Drive parkway set a precedent which would later be followed by the Bowker Overpass. Storrow Drive was built in response to suburbanization after World War II, which drastically increased the volume of automotive commuters. The parkway consumed a large portion of the riverside esplanade that ran the length of the Charles River Basin. Despite enormous opposition, "the highway proposal was…rammed through the [state] legislature."(13) Politicians worked against residents, feeling the highway’s benefits justified their actions. The willingness of the city and state governments to build upon parkland was reflective of the contemporary mindset, where cars were king and the commuters were first-class citizens.

Storrow Drive was popular since it substantially eased travel between the riverside suburbs and the city. Without police enforcement, the 35 mile-per-hour parkway speed limit was disregarded, unofficially transforming the route into a major highway. With increased speeds came decreased commute times; with decreased commute times came increased volumes. Soon Storrow Drive was beyond capacity and the gridlock spilled over onto adjacent roadways. Kenmore Square suffered heavy congestion during rush hours. The backstreet connections between two major traffic arteries, Storrow Drive and the Fenway, were quickly overwhelmed. The speed and mass of commuters was destructive and dangerous for all residents.

In 1962, Robert Carr reported in his Boston Globe transportation column about an effort by the MDC to revive the 1952 overpass. (14) Carr condemned the heavy traffic in his series on inefficient intersections and areas of improvement within Boston’s road network. Kenmore Square was a disaster and authorities within the MDC began to publicly call for funds to build the overpass. Carr was a proponent of the project, extolling its virtues within his column. With loud public voices in their favor, the Metropolitan District Commission began to act.

A year later, in April of 1963, residents and business approved the MDC’s overpass proposal. It initially required an allocation of 3.5 million dollars, part of which was offset by the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. (15) The assistance from the Turnpike Authority came with a stipulation: Richardson’s railway bridge would be demolished to widen the roadbed, enabling construction of the new turnpike into Boston. Charlesgate Park was losing ground on all sides: to the north for the Storrow Drive intersection, to the south for
the turnpike expansion, and straight through the middle for the overpass. The construction of the overpass and the turnpike upon an urban park evidences the revaluation of open space and public land in the face of a growing national infrastructure, wealth, and population. Open space became wasted space, free to be built up with asphalt and off-ramps.

With the changes made to the landscape, the Metropolitan District Commission finally wrested control from Olmsted. The overpass opened on December 17, 1965. In October of 1966, it was dedicated to Brookline state senator and former MDC commissioner Philip G. Bowker. To appease the residents of the overpass's neighborhood, the MDC "went much further than merely replacing the previous shabby greenery in the old park," according to one Boston Globe article. The Commission renovated the park below and added, "brick walks, sculptured concrete benches, attractive pole lights; plus hardy Austrian pines, shrubs, bushes, and automatic sprinklers—and expanses of pachysandra plants, 340,000 of them." (16) With large pines and concrete furniture, not to mention the imposing steel structure, the MDC permanently changed the character of the park.

During planning and construction, a society's ideals are made manifest upon the environment. The demand for development and the allocation of space are dependent on what the society values at that moment. When Olmsted took undeveloped land and transformed it into a park, he was serving his society. When planners at the MDC took Olmsted's park and transformed it into an overpass and highway extension, they were serving their society. But, even after construction ends and the landscape is left to sit, it continues to develop. As the society surrounding it changes and uses the landscape differently, it responds to those changes.

In theory, there were no barriers to Olmsted's park. All were welcome to enjoy the area and participate in the adoration of nature. Practically, access to the park was limited, mostly by class privilege. Charlesgate Park was located by the Back Bay, a wealthy neighborhood considerably distant from poorer areas of the city. Additionally, there is a question of whether Boston's poor could afford the luxury of long walks and quiet relaxation that the park encouraged. Other Olmsted parks around Boston, especially Franklin Park, were located farther out from the city and better located for the poor. It seems as though Charlesgate Park and the Back Bay Fens were much less inclusive than intended.

With the construction of the Bowker Overpass, the scale of the Charlesgate landscape ballooned, unexpectedly excluding all people from the area. It created a landscape that, according to designer Richard Latham, is, "too big by human standards." It is simply "too large in relation to the human beings who...live with it." (17) The overpass is disproportionate to the human scale—this creates a feeling of displacement and alienation within the landscape.

The overpass's dedication to needs of the car, above all other occupants of the landscape, results in this exclusionary scale. Boris Pushkarev, former Chief Planner with the Regional Plan Association of New York, understands that, "the scale of the urban environment [is], of course, a function of the prevailing technological level, which is reflected in, among other things, the consumption of energy by a society...Our consumption of raw mechanical energy in 1960 was over sixty times greater than that of energy supplied through food." (18) Cars were faster and heavier than anything that existed in Olmsted's time, save for the locomotive. The automobile, when introduced to the Charlesgate Park landscape, overwhelmed it. The only way the landscape could safely contain the cars was with a massive overpass, looming above pedestrians. The size of the overpass did not appeal to the needs of humans, but those of automobiles.

This means the design and construction of the Bowker Overpass was dictated by one particular set of needs: those of cars. Most obvious are the signs hanging overpass's entrance, declaring CARS ONLY. Thousands of multi-ton cars cross the overpass every day; it must be able to support the weight. It is wide enough to provide buffer space between drivers, the overpass's edges, and oncoming traffic. The structure must also accommodate high-speed traffic for automobiles entering and exiting Storrow Drive. A single traffic accident could shut the overpass down and bottleneck Storrow Drive, leading to greater danger. The park's thick concrete pylons and latticed steel framework prevent it from collapsing. The on- and off-ramps gently slope, with wide turns as a precaution against high-speed fatalities. The underside of the structure is raw and unembellished, while the topside, the roadside, is smooth, adorned with signs, and well lit at night. The structure itself reveals society's prioritization of cars and devaluation of individuals.

The park and the overpass addressed the needs of different segments of Boston's population. The engineering and design targeted the problems of specific groups. This means however well a park or
overpass may have solved certain issues, the lack of any all-encompassing solution has engaged a territorial dispute between population subsets. Residents demand a people-focused environment, while drivers demand an automobile-focused one. Olmsted understood people, individuals, as the city’s atomic unit. The overpass saw the automobile as the city’s atomic unit. When the road ran over the park, these two ideas were irreconcilable. Only one philosophy could exist within the space, and the overpass won. That tension is still manifested upon the landscape.

Today, the landscape can be understood in different ways. Visiting the park as a pedestrian, observing it at eye level, is only one method of understanding it. It is a fragmented method with a tendency to separate out specific elements from the larger whole, as passage throughout the space is required. Most of the observations are subjective, sensory, and lack rationality. Grounded observations carry very particular, unprovable claims along with them. These claims must be offset by another, more objective, perspective. Seen through maps, the landscape as seen from above—as a planner might—affords a better view of the complex systems operating within the landscape.

Charlestown Park once served as a barrier between the Back Bay and Kenmore Square. Today, the Bowker Overpass achieves the same effect. A singular mass of steel and concrete, it has a distinct lack of aesthetic sense. The actual structure is cut-rate, without any of the careful design and environmental considerations present in the Richardson bridge it replaced. Construction crews dropped massive concrete pylons into the river and upon lawns. They erected large stone walls along an east-west axis, cutting off any potential views of the Charles River. It seems as if the structure was dropped on the park from above, with no concern for geography or precision.

Since its construction the park has been completely subsumed by the overpass. Where was once a picturesque urban oasis is now a dry and dying husk. A park designed for the appreciation of natural beauty and the release from industrial and commercial blight has disappeared. Despite the extensive planting by the MDC, the landscape has been neglected for far too long. It has become an urban wasteland, ignored and abandoned by the very people it was built to serve. The overpass has overwhelmed the landscape and obliterated Olmsted's careful environmental planning.

Fig. 7 – The riverside railings, erected along with the overpass, stand starkly beside Olmsted’s own.

Fig. 8 – The overpass’s support columns drop down into the river.

Where Olmsted’s classical Commonwealth Avenue bridges crossed the small river, they are flanked by crude barriers of iron piping, carelessly built and never replaced or improved. The railings were built to prevent anyone from falling into an increasingly garbage choked river. The river, once the treasure of Olmsted’s park, is heartbreaking in its current state.

Fig. 9 – The fields in the park are empty and unwelcoming – the overpass blocks most of the sun.
Once grassy lawns are now unmaintained. They turn to dirt and, when it rains, muck. When overpass maintenance crews drive upon the soggy lawns to repair leaks in the roadway, they carve deep gouges into the ground. Runoff water collects into these ruts and putrefies.

The lattice steel canopy has become a pigeon roost and passersby were constantly blighted a fecal rain until the city lined the overpass's underside with a protective layer of wooden planks. There are dangers underfoot as well, as unchecked goose populations leave behind a minefield of their own droppings. The overpass blocks out the noon sun, the only direct light the park receives. The landscape is dark and decaying, inhospitable to the individuals who pass through it.

Equally inhospitable is the top of the overpass, the space reserved for cars. Pedestrians are not allowed on the roadway, save for one sidewalk running up an offramp and providing a footbridge over the Turnpike. To take this path is to subject oneself to an even more threatening atmosphere than the desolate parkland. Cars race by only an arms-length away. The surface of the overpass is solid concrete and the noon sun is turned full force upon it. This was an area never meant for pedestrians. It begrudgingly accommodates the local community.

The roadway oppresses the individual with the traffic's unending drone. The sight of mutilated trees and desolate fields impress a bleak understanding of man's subjugation of nature. The stagnant water banked by excrement is redolent of sewage. It is inhospitable, repulsive, and avoided by residents who do not enjoy being within its presence.

Taking the planners perspective, using maps and plans, allows one to see the landscape from above and enables a different understanding. The aerial perspective allows the landscape to be viewed in its entirety. All elements are simultaneously and equally represented by the map. Spatial structure and organization emerge from what the pedestrian only sees as singular elements.
The Bowker Overpass plays a valuable role within Boston's transportation infrastructure, a fact only visible from above. The overpass's importance for suburban commuters is made obvious: it is a major intersection, providing nonstop highway access to every direction but north. The overpass's relationship to its surrounding architecture is also better understood, with the structure neatly fitting between a gap in residential construction. Only from above do the snaking on- and off-ramps have any legibility, with in- and outbound traffic guided toward their directions as if riding along a track. At various scales, the planning perspective provides valuable insight into the landscape's larger interactions.

The map, and by extension the planners' perspective, is weakened by its detachment from the landscape. It is only a depiction of a real place and cannot accurately describe the landscape as it actually exists. It presents an illustration, useful for understanding the rational order of the space, but is ultimately an idealization.

The landscape's documented representations in charts, plans, and proposals describes the ambitions held for the area and its ideal function and relationships. First-person observations inform us of the landscape's actual functions and how the society has adapted the landscape to fit its own needs. Whether the original idealizations have survived or yielded to unanticipated forces is revealed by a comparison of the two.

The ambitions and actualities of Olmsted's Charlesgate Park steadily diverged. Olmsted's park was transformed due to the society's need for easy automobile transportation to and from the suburbs. A need Olmsted could never have anticipated, his park could not accommodate it. In response the society captured his park and transformed it to fit their own needs. Underneath, the park still sits, but in starkly different circumstances than it was envisioned.

Storrow Drive was also transformed by its society, since they demanded a different use of it than its planners had intended. Ideally, Storrow Drive was a parkway for light traffic at low speeds. Today, its convenience for commuters and minimal police presence have transformed it into an unofficial expressway, with double the expected traffic traveling at speeds well above the limit. This discrepancy between its theoretical and actual uses had cascading consequences throughout the Boston's riverside traffic networks, with high volumes of commuters snaking through unprepared side streets and intersections, like the one at Kenmore Square. The engineers of Storrow Drive had not foreseen this misuse of the roadway, and this caused the overpass's construction.

The ambitions of the overpass most accurately satisfies its society. The overpass was envisioned as a relief for the congestion of Kenmore Square and as a quick, effortless interchange between Storrow Drive and the Fenway. It also had to carry cars across the railway and Massachusetts Turnpike. This is exactly how it is used by hundreds of thousands of commuters each day. The overpass is used just as it was intended.

Sometimes ambitions align with the realities of a landscape's use—especially when it serves a small population whose needs are not expected to change. When they do not align, the landscape is transformed through the collective actions of its inhabitants. Understanding how landscapes responded to their occupants' needs formed the basis for the third major period in twentieth century urban design theory.

The Bowker Overpass is almost 50 years old and, in the next few years, will either have to be rebuilt or demolished. This has sparked another debate within city planning meetings in the Back Bay. Two separate groups, the Esplanade Association and the Friends of Charlestown Park, want the aging overpass torn down and the park preserved. Their arguments are bolstered by the contemporary attitudes towards urban design, the ones originating with Jane Jacobs.

The overpass, according to contemporary arguments, is an outdated and unseemly interruption of parkland and a detriment to the neighborhood. The Friends of the Charlestown, who follow Jacobs' urban design theories, want the overpass should be torn down since it invades the neighborhood. They claim it favors the suburbanite, an "other," over the resident. They pine for a beautiful park in their backyards, one that respects Olmsted's original vision for the area. The Esplanade Association, a separate group, wants the overpass torn down to remove the imposition it places upon the riverside Esplanade. They want the city-long strip of parkland to be preserved; part of that goal requires subduing Storrow Drive and reclaiming the land it stole. The Bowker Overpass, as a component of Storrow Drive, presents a threat to their vision.

The third wave of urban planning will layer itself upon the landscape in some way. If these organizations are ignored and the overpass is rebuilt, it will continue to support thick commuter traffic running in and out of the city. The parkland may be replanted, as it was in 1966, and the overpass's aesthetics may be updated; Jacobs'
influence will be felt, however lightly. Nevertheless, it will still be seen as a distasteful disservice to the people who surround it. If it is knocked down, it will signal a return to the urban planning of Olmsted and Jacobs, prioritizing residents over commuting transients. How deeply the third wave of urban planning theory will impress upon the landscape will be determined in just the next few years.

As each change was impressed upon this small strip of riverside land, it recorded its originating urban theory. These changes, layered and stacked as time progressed, provide a condensed history of urban design theory. From the transcendental theories of Frederick Law Olmsted, to the imposing infrastructural developments characteristic of Robert Moses’ age, to the neighborhood-nurturing theories of Jane Jacobs, the landscape records them all. What makes Charlestown Park remarkable is that these layers are not scraped away to make room for the newest; they all inhabit the landscape together, if not always equally.

Each of the landscape’s historical layers are not hidden—the park still rots under the rumbling overpass. It has, and will, serve as a record of the dominant design theories of the twentieth century. With a small bit of investigation and analysis, this landscape can divulge the relationships held between people and their cities, and how they changed over time.
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Pretzels with a Purpose: The Role of Christianity in the Auntie Anne’s Brand

Leslie Lindeman
Franklin and Marshall College

Auntie Anne’s pretzel company began in 1988 as a single stall in a Pennsylvania farmer’s market.

Founder and owner Anne Beiler grew up in a Lancaster County Amish-Mennonite community and sought to embed her religious values within the business. Once FOCUS Brands Inc., an affiliate of Roark Capital Group, purchased the company in 2010, the business maintained success through the perception that the Auntie Anne’s brand had a higher purpose beyond profit. This business performs as an example of Christian-based companies that can expand successfully in the United States and abroad by projecting an altruistic image. Auntie Anne’s marketing materials and employee opportunities imply that working for or buying their products contributes to ethical and Christian consumption. But the company does not clearly abide by Christian principles in all aspects of business. Instead, the benevolence of Auntie Anne’s is created by its executives rather than represented through tangible actions.

Bread products are laden with religious associations. According to many scholars, “Food has long ceased to be merely about sustenance and nutrition. It is packed with social, cultural, and symbolic meanings.”[1] Bread is important to Christians as the figurative body of Jesus. Muslims eat bread at the celebration following the month-long fast of Ramadan. Jews have challah for Shabbat and matzo for Passover. In this way, Auntie Anne’s utilized the pre-existing connotations of bread to create spiritual significance in their pretzel product.

The history of the pretzel is somewhat mysterious but Auntie Anne’s attributed its invention to an Italian monk around 610 A.D. The company history described how “these ‘pretiolas,’ Latin for ‘little rewards,’ were rolled and twisted dough resembling his student’s folded arms across their chests while praying.”[2] Beiler perpetuated the spiritual significance of the pretzel explaining that the three holes signify Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Additionally, in a WITF interview, she connected salting pretzels to the mention of salt of the earth in the Gospel of Matthew.[3] A common interpretation of this phrase calls on Jesus’ followers to preserve the goodness in the world. Both understandings attach a sense of sacredness to this common Pennsylvania snack food which actually originated overseas. Most likely, Southern German and Swiss immigrants brought the pretzel to the United States. Coincidentally, the Swiss who settled in Pennsylvania were primarily part of the Mennonite and Amish movement.

Beiler grew up with Amish parents in Gap,